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Claus Zittel

of attention on mechanistic contexts goes hand in hand with an unwillingness ¡s
seliously confi'ont that which does not f,t. Pictures and concepts form a particular.

style of thought within which is established what can be considered 'realistic',
'functional', or'intelligible'.63 The more pictules and terms ol concepts corre-
spond to each othe¡ the more evident or 'objective' they appear - the 'harmony
of deceptions' generates the appearance of self-authorization. That effect went so

far in the case of Clerselier's images that only a group of them was perceived as

decisive, while the rest were sirnply ignored. As we have seen, the complications
connected with the schematic images were also ignored in favoul of an adjusted

reading of the irnages conforming to the ideal of Cartesian clarté.
Paradigmatic images serve to organize a perceptual and conceptual system in

such a way that all cognition is reduced to the act of making the appropriate obser-
vations according to given preconditions and drawing the inevitable conclusions.
Within the mechanistic paradigm, it appears in retrospect that the reductionist-
functionalist variant has been particularly successful in simplifying the interplay
between images and text. However, one must be careful to avoid hasty general-

izations. It might, for instance, be argued that in the course of the seventeenth

century's cultural, social, and economic developments, machines played an in-
creasingly important role and that, for that reason, a collective inclination grew
toward a functional understanding of causal interactions. Yet this impression is
itself a result of selective histolical reconstruction, because precisely in the f,eld
of biology there existed various schools of thought with a clearly anti-reductionist
odentation.64 It must, by way of conclusion, be stressed once more that Descartes'

understanding of mechanistic plocesses was far more complex than later depicted.

Moreover, there existed several forms of mechanistic thought in the seventeenth

century, not just one. Yet, one variant came to achieve in the perspective of the
historiography of later centuries an unchallenged dominance. This success was

due to the establishment of a simple, reasonable, and correspondingly power-
ful functionalist-rationalist machine model. But, as I hope to have shown, not
Descartes was the creator of the Cartesian esprit mécanique, but Clerselier.65

63 On the concept ofthought styles and theil support ofperception, see Fleck, Entstehung. See on
thi s Zittel, "Harmo nien," 5 4-7 5, and Zite\ "LLt dw ig Fleck."

6a On anti-mechanistic biological concepts in early modem France, see Brandstetter', "sentimental
Hydlaulics," 495-512.

6s Lüthy ("But were thele Mechanical Philosophers besides Desca¡tes?" [folthcoming]) has
pointed out that Robert Boyle redefrned the expression "mechanical philosophy" in 1661,

shortly before Clelselier's edition came out, as a collective telm for Cartesianism and Atom-
ism. Given Descartes' professed anti-atomism, this Boylean definition is of course untenable as

a characterization of Descartes' own philosophy.
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Objects of Knowledge in Early Seventeenth-Century Antwerp

Sven Dupré

Introduction

In a letter to Pope Gregory XIII, the famous printer and publisher Christoph

Plantin, who had been born in the French town of Tours, explained why he de-

cided to move to Antwerp in the rnid-sixteenth century to practice his trade:

No town in the world provides more advantages fol the plofession I wanted to pursue. It
is easy to get there, one sees different countries get together at the market; one also finds
all the raw materials which are indispensable fol my craft; fol all plofessions, there is no
ploblem in finding labourers who can be instructed within a short time.r

Around 1550 Antwerp had become the most important commercial metropolis

north of the Alps. By shipping spices along the African coast the Portuguese pro-

vided serious competition to the Venetian spice trade in the late fifteenth and early

sixteenth centuries. As the Portuguese decided to make Antwerp their commercial

hub of the spice trade north of the Alps, Antwerp prof,ted most from these de-

velopments in long-distance trade.2 However, Plantin's own trade illustrates that
Antwerp's economic status also made it an attractive place for the establishment
of a knowledge industry; in this specific case, of one of Europe's leading publish-
ing houses. Like that other city across the Channel, Elizabethan London, Plantin's
Antwerp, by drawing together cartographers, naturalists, mathematics teachers,

instrument makers and alchemists - to name but a few trades - became a 'knowl-
edge hub' foreshadowing Baconian ideals.l

Cited and tlanslated in Limbelger', "No Town," 59.

rbid.,4t-44.
For London, see Harkness, The Jewel House. For sorne suggestions about the Antwelp knowl-
edge econorny, see Vanpaemel, "Science for Sale," 287-304.
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The closing-down of the rivel Scheldt after the Spanish gained militaly and
political control over Antwerp in 1585, and the subsequent development of the

front line into a border separating the independent Dutch Republic in the north
from the Spanish Netherlands in the south, provided a serious blow to Antwerp's
economic status. Traditional historiography attributed the rise of Amsterdam in
the seventeenth century, when the city came to dominate world trade, to the rni-
gration of merchants from Antwerp to the north. Similarly, migration of mathe-

maticians, printers, and others active in Antwerp's knowledge trades to the north
was held responsible for the rise of science and technology in the Dutch Repub-

lic and their so-called decline in the Spanish Netherlands after 1585. However,

more recent studies have attempted to be more precise about the role of southern

merchant immigrants in Amsterdam's economy. While no other city welcomed

as many merchants fi'om the Southern Netherlands as Amsterdam, these immi-
grants typically did not belong to Antwerp's merchant elite, but only embarked

on their careers in international trade in Amsterdam.a Similarly, the importance of
the massive immigration in the late sixteenth century to the acceleration of tech-

nological development in the United Provinces has been toned down.s On the one

hand, the importation of technology in the north started long before 1585 by small-

scale immigrations from the South and continued well into the eighteenth century.

On the other hand, the Dutch Republic did not exclusively borrow technological
knowledge and skills from the south. Finally, doubts have been raised about the

direct connection, by massive migration, between the rise of science in the Dutch
Republic and its supposedly simultaneous decline in the Southern Netherlands.6

This is primarily a question of timing: not until the mid-seventeenth century did
science and scholarship flourish in the Dutch Republic. Moreover, one can also

question the continuity between the kind of 'science' practiced in the North and

the South.

Amsterdam's lise to dominance of world trade has recently been attributed to

the development of the city after 1600 in to one of the most important gateways of
exchanges of information on geographically distributed markets across the globe.T

Similarly - but replacing the discussion from the level of information to that of
knowledge - Harold Cook has argued that "it was no accident [. . . ] that the so-

called Scientific Revolution occuned at the same time as the development of the

first global economy," because both merchants and natural philosophers in the

a Gelderblom, Zuid-Nederlandse kooplieden.
s Davids, Dutch Technologícal Leadership, 203-43.
6 De Bluycker and Van Netten, "Bloei, velval en migratie," 3-30.
7 Lesger, Handel in Amsterclant,209-49.
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Dutch Republic came to share the sarne values and placed high value on knowl-
edge that came from the acquaintance with objects.s In Antwerp, too, as we will
see, commerce and economy, on the one hand, and information and knowledge
on the other, were intimately connected around 1600. But the doubts that have
been raised about the alleged 'continuity by massive migration' should make us
sceptical about drawing parallels too readily between knowledge economies in the
northern and the southern Netherlands.

In this essay, I will discuss the importance of the invention, the manufacture,
the trade and the consumption of luxury goods to Antwerp's knowledge economy
in the eally seventeenth century.e Already in the sixteenth century the manufac-
ture of luxury goods was important to Antwerp's economy, but in the early sev-
enteenth century, when the economic climate in the city generally degener-ated,
Antwerp specialized in the invention of a particular strand of luxury goocls, that is
those which carried a message about the high value of knowledge. This knowledge
was often (but not exclusively) mathematical. However, this knowledge, too, was
gained by acquaintance with objects - mathematical objects ol objects like rnathe-
matical instruments, of which the construction and use was based on mathematical
knowledge. This provides us with an interesting difference with the claim made
for the connection between commerce and science in the Dutch Republic. while
for Cook the objects supporting his claim were naîurolia and materia merlica ar
riving through the global trade networks in collections in the Dutch Republic, in
Antwerp these imported materials and objects were used to create other', newly
invented luxury goods which, in their turn, exported claims about the high value
of mathematical knowledge and knowledge gained by acquaintance with mathe-
matical objects which the materials and objects as such did not camy. In Antwerp,
luxury goods were thus invested with a meaning - that is, the high value placed
on knowledge that came from the acquaintance with objects - about which the
objects themselves were silent.

I will illustrate that Antwerp's role in global trade networks attracted foreign
merchants and entrepreneurs to the city as well as the materials and foreign skills
necessary to establish a local industry ofluxury goods by discussing the establish-
ment and development of a façon de venise glass industry in Antwerp. However,

Cook, Mafters of Exchonge,4ll. Cook wishes to levive the theme of science and commerce.
The merging of the fields of alt histoly and economics has a longel lecelt history of fi'uitful col-
labolation. Fol a short ovet'view, see the intloduction to De Marchi and Van Miegroet, Mapping
Markets,3-73.
For this contrection between science and the consumption of luxuly goods in seventeenth-
century England, see Peck, Consuming Splendor,3ll-45.
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this essay does not only wish to illustrate the connections between luxury con-

sumption and the import of foreign skill. The central point is that the early sev-

enteenth century Antwerp art dealers usedfaçon de Venise glass to create another

luxury good: art cabinets with a so-called 'perspective' made of cristallo glass,

a design feature invented in Antwerp which distinguished them from art cabi-
nets produced elsewhere, which carried a message about the high value placed

on knowledge. The art cabinets made similar claims as the contemporary pictures

of collections (equally a luxury good), a geffe invented in Antwerp, which was

fashionable during the first half of the seventeenth century. While these paintings

argued for the high value of knowledge by situating iconoclastic donkeys that
destroyed mathematical objects and paintings in the representations of the collec-

tions, in a similar vein the users of the art cabinets were exposed to the catoptrics

of Hero of Alexandria, in which Hero underscored the epistemic superiority of the

mathematician over the ignorant audience, who could only undergo the optical ef-
fects.

Antwerp's Luxury Glass

After a short period of economic decline in the 1520s Antwerp began its true

Golden Age. Beginning in the 1530s the export, especially to the Iberian Penin-

sula, oflocally produced luxury goods, such as tapestries, jewellery, paintings and

books was the dominant factor in the flourishing of Antwerp's economy. For the

production of these luxury goods Antwerp depended upon the immigration of for-
eign skills.'O The city encouraged foreigners, especially those who were capable

of innovation, to settle in Antwerp by offering them premises in the city to man-

ufacture luxury goods, privileges or a monopoly to protect the new trades from
local competition. This policy made Antwerp an attractive place for foreigners to

settle, but undoubtedly, the most important reasons of Antwerp's attractiveness

were those that Plantin summed up in the letter with which I began this chapter.

One economic historian summarized those as follows: "The town offered a com-

bination of raw materials, highly skilled labour force and a high demand for local
consumption as well as for export."lr

Paintings, musical instruments, books and prints, as well as tapestries, made

in Antwerp, were exported across the globe, but also sold to the local and in-
creasingly wealthy elite. In Antwerp luxury goods were brought on the market at

I0 For Antwerp's luxury industry, see Thijs, "De Antwerpse luxenijverheid," 105-13
It Limberger, "No Town," 54.
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panden.r2 These market places, an Antwerp invention, grew out of the pand situ-
ated in the cloister of the Dominicans in Antwerp, where members of the Guilds
of saint Luke and saint Nicholas marketed a variety of luxury goods, such as
paintings, silk and silverware, from the middle of the fifteenth century. The Do-
minican pand was later joined, and eventually replaced, by other and sometimes
more specialized pandere, such as the tapissierspand, and the schilderspand in-
side Antwerp's new bourse. one of the luxury goods marketed at the Dominican
pand as early as the late fifteenth century was glasswork. That glasswork was sold
alongside paintings is, as such, unremarkable, since glassblowers, mirror-makers
and painters belonged to the same guild of saint Luke. rn the Liggeren of r5gg-
1589,33vo of the masters who were members of the Guild of Saint Luke were
painters, 1 1 7o glassblowers and 2Vo minor-makers. 13

The glasswork sold at the pand in the late fifteenth century must have been
brownish wald-glass.In the fifteenth century, however, the venetians (the island
of Murano being the most important centre of glass production at the time) in-
troduced a new kind of colourless glass, known as cristallo, to denote that it was
as clear as rock-crystal.ta The production of this glass was based on the use of
coastal plant ashes (instead of inland plant ashes which were used in regions north
of the Alps, for example, in Bohemia, in the production of wald-glass) and on the
controlled addition of manganese oxide, the decolorizing agent that neutralised
the greenish tint in the glass which came from iron impurities. venice imported
coastal plant ashes from the Levant; when a glass industry was established in
Antwerp, for this same purpose the ashes of the barilla plant were imported from
spain.t5 This new type of glass allowed the move of the glass-ovens from densely
forested regions, such as Hainaut, in which wald-glass was made on the basis
of locally available woods, to a city like Antwerp, which relied on the import of
coastal plant ashes through its global trade networks.

venetian knowledge of glass-making was imported by Italian merchants who
set up their ovens and shops in Antwerp and who brought with them Italian glass-
makers who possessed the know-how of the making of cristallo glass.r6 After
several unsuccessful attempts to establish glass-ovens for the production offaçon

12 Vermeylen, Painting for the Market, 19-28.
13 lbid., 127-39. See also Denissen, ,,Het glazenmakersambacht,', 15-30.ta For cristallo glass composition and quaiity in Venice, see Mandò, Mercatelli, Molesini, Vannoni

and Verità, "The Quality of Galileo's Lenses,,, 7g-g5.
15 See El-Dekmak-Denissen, "Glas," 15.
16 For the establishment and history of the Antwerp glass industry, see Veeckman and Dumortier,

"La production de ver¡es à Anvers," as well as other papers in this volume discussing the ar-
chaeological evidence. Older but still useful is Hudig, Das Gtas, l4_7j .
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cle Venise glass in Antwelp in the 1530s, the city of Antwerp awarded in 1542

a considerable sum of money to the Italian Giovanni Cornachini to establish

Antwerp's first wolkshop producing the highly demanded crislallo minors, for

which Murano had gained world-wide fame. When in 1558 Jacomo Pasquetti, an

Italian melchant from Brescia, acquired from the Venetian Jacomo di Francesco

the patent - and thus the monopoly - to produce crystalline glass in Antwerp, this

was the beginning of a period of flourishing of Antwerp's façon de Venise glass

industry.
The fall of Antwerp in 1585 undoubtedly created a more negative economic

climate, and because of the religious troubles, painters and many other produc-

ers of luxury goods left Antwefp. In 1592 Ambrogio Mongardo, the successor

to Pasquetti as the head of Antwerp's façon de Venise glass industt'y, complained

that many of his highly skilled workers were secretly solicited to come to Lon-

don, or Middelburg where a mefchant, Govaert van del Haeghen, formely based

in Antwerp, had recently established a glass industry.tT However, by this time,

Antwerp's economy was already showing a modest recovefy. On the one hand,

Antwerp fulfilled its role as a Dispositionsplatz, which means that the goods

were actually not physically present in the city: merchants relied on their inter'-

national network of business contacts, in which they were helped by the Diaspora

of Antwerp merchants which had preceded. On the other, in spite of the migration

l1 Mongl do tìr'st cornPlained about the cornpetition fi'orn London and Middelburg in his request

to the City of AntwetP in 1581: "[. . . ] nevertheless it has come to our knowledge that a cer-

tain Govaert Verhaegel, coming fi'om England, lecently t'eceived from the Counciì of Zeeland,

lesicling in Middelbulg, or fi'om the Law thele' the plivilege and the permission to establish

ovens in this same city of Middelbulg' and also to make there glass in the Venetian mallner

[...] much to the disadvantage and the detlirnent of the applicants" / "[...] nochtans es tot

huerlieden kennisse gecommen dat eenen Govaert Velhaegeu, cornmende vuYt Engelant, soude

onlancx vercregen hebben van die vanden Rade in Zeelandt, lesidelende tot Middelborch, oft

van die vander Weth alclaer', oirloff ende consent om binnen deselve stede van Middelbolch

te mogen oprechten, fournaiseu ende aldaer oick maecken gelaeseu opde voirs. mauiere van

Venegien [... ] tot grooten achterdeele ende schaede vanden supplianten [. . .]." In 1592 Mon-

galdo lepeats his earlier complaints more folcefully: "Moreover, the mastets ale also secletlY

sollicited and lequested to come to wolk in London in England and likewise in Zeeland, whele

since bliefly ovens [to rnakel crystal [glass] have been established to dt'aw away the al't from

hele [Antwelp] [, . . ] which would cause the total t'uin of the applicant and his household [' ' ]"

/ "Bovendyen soe worden de meesters oyck secrtelycken gesoliciteelt ende aensocht, ten eYnde

zy tot Londen in Engelant ende disgelycx in Zeelandt souden comett wetcken, alwaer tzedett

colten tyt cristalyne foulnaisen syn gedt'esseert ende opgelicht, om de conste van hier te tt'ecken

[...]aldwelcksoude causeren de totale ruine des suppliants ende zyn huysgesin [...]."Génard,

De ourle Antwerpsche glctsblazerijen, 43, 53-54. Hudig, Das Glas, 16; Denissen'

in Middelbulg, see De Waard, De uitritlding, 105-11413. Fol the glass industlY
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of skills to the north about which Mongardo complained, Antwerp continued to
flourish as a centre of the luxury industry. The Twelve-Yeal Truce, signed in April
1609, even marked the beginning of Antwerp's 'Indian Summer'. The manufac-
ture and trade of some types of luxury goods thrived in this period. DurÌng the
directorship of Sara Vinckx, Mongardo's widow, who later re-manied the Italian
Philippo Glidolphi, the Antwerp glass industry flourished in the last years of the
sixteenth century and the first years of the seventeenth as never before. During
this period the building where the glass-ovens were in operation, the Gelaesen-
huys at the Meir', was enlarged as to make loom for two additional Italian master-
glassblowers, bringing their total number to eight.ts Only aftel Gridolphi's death
in 1625 did the decline of Antwerp's façon de Venise glass industry set in.

Thus, despite the economic, religious and political troubles of the second half
of the sixteenth centur¡ Antwerp continued to flourish as a centre of manufacture
and trade of luxury goods well in to the seventeenth century. The immigration of
foreign - and in the case of luxury glass (but not only), Italian - knowledge of
the making of luxury goods was essential to this economic success. Antwerp's
position in the global trade networks (even after 1585 it continued to be important
for the trade with the Iberian Peninsula) thus also attracted foreign merchants

to the city. They were partly the driving force behind the production of luxury
goods, as we have seen. But they were also partly - beside the local wealthy
elite - responsible for the consumption of luxury goods. In what follows I will
discuss the culture of collecting in early seventeenth-century Antwerp with an

eye towards the mercantile collections for which luxury goods were sometimes
acquired. In particular, I will be interested in the relation between the collections
and the pictures of collections, a newly invented luxury good. While Antwerp
relied on the immigration of foreign skills to establish luxury industries in the
sixteenth century, in the early seventeenth century Antwerp became a producer of
luxury goods, such as pictures of collections, which were a local invention.

Ignorance, the Consumption of Knowledge and Collections

The collection of Emanuel Ximenez shows how the spheres of commerce, luxury
glassworks, and natural knowledge were connected in early seventeenth-century
Antwerp.re The Ximenez family was one of the wealthy Portuguese merchant-

r3 El-Dekmak-Denissen, "Glas," 17.
Le The collection of Emanuel Ximenez is the subject of a collaborative project with Chlistine

Göttler. This project deals more extensively with the Ximenez family than can be discussed
here.
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bankers families who resided in Antweqp from the mid-sixteenth-century for sev_
eral generations. They were active in global trade of bulk products and luxury
goods (sugar and spices, jewellery and books, etc.) and in monetary transactions
with the Spanish crown (Asiento's).20 The Ximenez family had offices in numer_
ous cities including Lisbon, Seville, venice and Hamburg, and close ties to the
court in Madrid and the Medici in Florence.2' In Florence Ximenez met the priest
Antonio Neri, whom he later hosted in Antwerp. During his stay in Antwerp Neri
observed the work in fhe façon de venise glass factory of Gridolphi, since Gri_
dolphi and Ximenezwere neighbours (Ximenez's house was located at the Meir,
an extremely wealthy area of the city, where Gridolphi's Gelaesenhuys was also
found). Partly on the basis of his experience in Gridolphi's ovens Neri published
L'arte vetraria in 1612, the first book to discuss the manufacturing of façon de
venise glass. The correspondence of Ximenez and Neri, which was only inter-
rupted during Neri's visit between 1604 and 1611, shows that they shared an
interest in Paracelsian alchemy and medicine.22 one of the rooms in Ximenez,s
house was equipped as a laboratory ('distillation and alchemy chamber'). As we
will see below, this same house contained the most splendid collection and library
to be found in early seventeenth-century Antwerp.

The extent to which the spheres of commerce, the manufacture of luxury
glass and collecting mixed in Ximenez's house is, to the best of my knowledge,
unique in early seventeenth-century Antwerp. Ximenez's collection shows how
the consumption of luxury goods went together with an interest in the bodies of
knowledge involved in the production of luxury goods - in the case of Ximenez,
glass - but we will see below that his epistemic interests reached beyond glass
and alchemy to other luxury goods (such as mathematical instruments) and the ac-
companying bodies of knowledge. This combination was not unique to Ximenez;
instead, we will see that it is a recurring characteristic of collectors, and as such,

20 Pohl, Die Portugiesen, in particular for their commercial activities, 78-83; with a family tree at
357.

2r Fernão Ximenez, Emanuel's uncle, established a commandery of the Order of Saint Stephen
in Antwerp. This military and religious order was founded by Cosimo de' Medici. The Order
was irrevocably linked to the Medici, because papal bulls stipulated that the Grand Dukes of
Tuscany held its Grand Magistery. Emanuel inherited the patronage of the commandery from
Femão. See Pohl, Die Portugiesen,32T.TheXimenez family also supplied influential members
ofthe Florentine bureaucracy. For example, in the flrst decade ofthe seventeenth century Manuel
Ximenez, another uncle of Emanuel and a Jesuit priest in Florence, and Niccolò Ximenez, a
senator in Florence, were involved in the failed attempts of the Grand Dukes Ferdinando and
Cosimo II to buy Sierra Leona from the Spanish Crown. See Hair and Davies, "sierra Leona,"
6l-69.

22 Gall:lizzi, "Motivi paracelsiani," 3l-62;for the Neri-Ximenez correspondence, see 50-51
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telling of the culture of collecting in early seventeenth-century Antwerp. More-
over, the presence of a laboratory in Ximenez's house suggests an interest in a
particular type of knowledge - that acquired by the tactile engagement with ob-
jects and materials. Again, this will be conflrmed by other collections, and by
pictures of collections.

Figure 1: Frans II Francken, Banquet in the House of Burgemeester Nicholas Rockox, 1630-5.
( Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemdldesantmlungen)

The pictures of collections will help us to understand why early seventeenth-

century collectors in Antwelp brought together objects in a collection. But let us

first turn to another aspect of the relation between the collections and the pic-
tures of collections: are these pictures faithful to the actual collections brought
together in Antwerp in the same period? The paintings of collections strike us

by the juxtaposition of paintings, naturalia (for example, the shells displayed on

the table in lower left corner of the painting of Antwerp burgomaster Nicholas
Rockox's cabinet; see Figure 1) and artificialia (for example, the mathematical

instruments, globes or telescopes and other visual aids on Pieter Paul Rubens'

and Jan Brueghel the Elder's The Sense of Sight, see Figure 2). While these paint-
ings seemingly give us a privileged insight in the early seventeenth-century col-
lecting practices in Antwerp, art historical scholarship warns us against taking
these paintings at face value as evidence of existing collections. ZirkaFilipczak,
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Figure 2: Jan I Brueghel and Peter Paul Rubens, The Sense ofSight, 1618. (Madríd, Prado)

for example, has claimed that the presence of naturalia and artificiall¿ was the

product of the painters' artistic liberty, because encyclopaedically organized dis-
plays on a large scale had not existed in Antwerp during the early seventeenth

century.23 If Filipczak is right, this would point to a significant difference between
Antwerp and contemporary collections in the Dutch Republic, which did contain
naturalia.za There is, however, evidence to the contrary.

If one relies on the inventories as published by Jan Denucé in De Antwerp-
sche 'konstkamers' (1932) the impression one gains is indeed that in the early
seventeenth century the only existing collections were those of paintings only.tt
Erik Duverger's more recent publication of the inventories of Antwerp households

23 Filipczak, Picturing ArÍ, in particular 65.
24 For naturalía in collections in the Dutch Republic, see (among others) Goldgar, Tulipmania, in

particular chapter 2, 62-130: Jorink, Het Boeck der Natuere,267 -360; Swan, "Making Sense of
Medical Collections," I99-2l3.Interestingly, Claudia Swan shows how the collection of the Lei-
den pharmacist Christiaen Porret resembl ed a Kunstkantnter in that it not only contained iterns

lelating to medicinal preparations, but in addition to these naturalia, numerous ethnographic

objects and scientifca. This is not to say that differences bet\¡/een the north and the south wet'e

non-existent. As to images of objects - in turn objects for collections - Honig argues that "no

easy art historical connection exists to link Dutch imagery ofthings to their status as objects of
commercial exchange and value, as does exist (if negatively) in the art of Antwelp." See Honig,
"Making Sense of Things," 172. Oldel but still useful are Van Gelder, "Noordnederlandse verza-

melingen," 123-44: Scheller, "Rembrandt," 8l-14'7 .

25 Denucé, De Antwerpsche 'konslkamers'.
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in the seventeenth century, however, makes clear that Denucé systematically left
out all objects other than paintings. The inventories as published by Duverger
show that the paintings of collections do not represent actual collections in the
sense that, unlike Denucé's notion of 'const-kamer' suggests, the collected ob-
jects were often scattered over the different rooms in early seventeenth-century
houses. But the paintings were more faithful to the actual content of collections
than Filipczak assumed. Besides the important collections of the merchants Nico-
laes Jongelinck and Diego Duarte, which indeed were collections of paintings
only, Antwerp housed many collections with a more diverse range of objects.26 For
example, the famous cartographer and antiquarian Abraham ortelius displayed a

collection of paintings, sculpture, Greek and Roman coins, shells and minerals
in his house .'1 The inventory of the collection of Antwerp burgomaster Nicholas
Rockox at the moment of his death in December 1640lists not only paintings,
books and antiquities, but also the naturalia which Frans Francken depicted in
his painting of this collection (see Figure 1, above).28 Rockox's study contained a
collection of shells.

The inventories of Antwerp households of the seventeenth century show that
paintings were the luxury goods that were owned in higher numbers than any other
type of objects. However, other luxury goods such as façon de Venise glasswork,
and naturalia and exotica \üere also often found, even in isolation, that is when
no or few other objects, especially paintings, were collected. Let me give a few
examples. ln 1629 Johannes Bol displayed in the study above his shop a small col-
lection of books, a few maps and two telescopes.2e Among the naturalia found in
the inventories are elephant tusk, sea shells, crocodiles, birds, herbctria and other

26 Buchanan, "The Collection of Niclaes Jongelinck 1," 102-13; Buchanan, "The Collection of
Niclaes Jonglinck," 541-50; Dogaer', "De inventaris van Diego Duarte," 195-221; Vlieghe, "Une
grande collection anversoise," 172-204. Jaap van der Veen's discussion of collections of paint-
ings in the Netherlands is useful, but lepeats the traditional contrast between collections of
naturalía in the northeln Netherlands versus collections of paintings in the southern Nether'-
lands. See J. van der Veen, "Galerij en kabinet," 145-64. For the collection of Cornelis van der'
Geest, see Peterson, "The Five Senses of Cornelius van der Geest."

27 Büttner, "De verzamelaar Abraham Ortelius," 169-80. See also Meganck, Erudite Eyes. For
collecting material and visual evidence in the context of the related antiquarian and numismatic
interests of Justus Lipsius, see Papy,'An Antiqualian Scholar," 97'l3l.It is worth noting that
Lipsius sometimes appears amongst the cognoscenti depicted in Antwerp pictules of collections.

28 The inventory mentions "diversche Zeusche schelpen van veel couleuren" in the study (comp-
toir).For the inventory of Rockox's house, see Duverger, Antwerpse kunsîínventarissen, vol.4,
382-87, 386. For the paintings in Rockox's collection, see Van de Velde, "De schildelijencol-
lectie," 33-56.

2e Duverger', Antw erp s e kunstinventaris sen, v o1.3, 155-56.
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crul,dtboecken, a p\ece of a whale found in the liver Scheldt, and wolf teeth' An

inventoly of 10 Aplil 1614 shows that Filips van Valckenisse, a friend of Rubens,

possessed dozens of shells of diffelent sizes and colours.30 In 1611 the collectiorr

of the painter Frans I Francken contained (as is to be expected) paintings' but also

shellsand,especially, twolalge kieckhorens, atypeof seashellthatwasmuchin

demand.3t In the shop of the apothecary Abraham van Hofne, who died on 18 Au-

gust 1625, a crocodile hung down from the ceiling, while also a snake, a turtle, ¿

vischtonge, and an ostrich egg (struyseye) were displayed, providing us with a pic-

ture of an apothecaty's shop more familiar from contemporary Italian examples'r2

Thus, the inventories show that a whole range of other objects besides paintings

were found in the houses of Antwerp's merchants, apothecaries, craftsmen and

painters.

Furthelmore, in contrast to Filipczak's claim, the inventories point to the ex-

istence of several collections containing mathematical instruments only as well

as collections juxtaposing artificialia and naturalia in early seventeenth-centuly

Antwerp. Let me mention two splendid examples of this type of collection. At

the time of his death in 1652 Jan van Meurs, an alderman of the city of Antwe¡p

during the last years of his life, and otherwise printer and bookseller as well as a

member of the Guild of Saint Luke, was the proud o'wner of a blomhoff or garden

in which f,g, pomegranate and orange trees gfew. In this garden one could also

f,nd a cabinet with a few landscape paintings, a collection of seashells "and other

similar curiosities." Inside his house the visitor could admire a collection of paint-

ings, exotic objects (such as 'Indian antiquities'), more shells, miffors, a snake, a

clock made of rock crystal, corals, two globes, yet another clock, a compass and

a pair of dividers, and an astlolabe.33

Undoubteclly, though, the most splendid example of this type of collection

is that of Emanuel Ximenez. In May 1617, at the moment of the death of his

wife, Isabella da Vega (of another Portuguese merchant-bankers family residing in

30 The inventol.y listed "een koffel met zeeschelpen" in a rootn upstairs on the side of the street'

ancl elweher.e, togethe¡ but olganized to size, mot'e than fifty shells. See Duvelger, Attttverpse

kttnstinventarisserr, vol. l,2gg-311. Fol Filips van Valckenisse and Rubens' ently in hts albnn

amicorunt , see Muller, "De vel'zameling van Rubens ," 15-17 '
II Dttvelger, Antwerpse kuttsÍint¡enîarissen, vol. l, 388-94.
32 lbitl., vo\.2, 432. Fol Italian exatnples, see Findlen, Possessing Nctture '

3r The inventor.y in the gar-

den "dry glan ses teYlen

rnetjonge orai caPe Paint-

ings and "een ' Duvelget''

A n tw e rp s e ku n st i nt, en I ar issen, vol. 6, 264 -69.
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Figure 3: Michiel Coignet, Nocturnal and sundíal, t59B [brass, diameter ]0Bnunl. (Museum of'
the History of Science, University of Oxford, inv. 44721)
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Antwerp), naturalia and ctrtificialia were brought together in the same rooln: two
globes, exotic animals, a clocodile, several tnaps, instruments to draw in perspec-

tive and other mathematical instluments, a sundial rnade by the Antwelp mathe-
matician and instrument-maker Michiel Coignet (see Figure 3), anothel wooden

instrument to draw in perspective, a small copper astrolabe, a wooden Jacob's

staff, a wooden instrument for surveying, a telescope in thlee parts and coated

with leather, two burning mirors and three eyeglasses together in a wooden box,
two prisms, an instrument for dialling, and so on.34 In another room of the house,

in which several paintings hung on the walls, including a wotk by Rubens and ¿

large cristalla minor in an ebony frame, diverse mathematical instruments were
again displayed. In the study, sevelal objects were brought together, including a
quadrant and a large astrolabe, both made by Coignet (see Figure 4). Ximenez's

taste for instruments does perhaps point us to a difference with collections in the

north. In contrast to the cosmopolitan acquisition policies in the Dutch Republic,

collectors in Antwerp cultivated a local canon of painters. Ximenez's fondness for
Coignet instruments, and possibly other Flemish instruments through the family's
contacts with Plantin, suggests that we are allowed to extend this preference to
instruments.35

Local makers (whenever identifiable, mostly Blaeu and Hondius), were also

responsible for the terrestrial and celestial globes found among the objects de-

picted in the paintings of collections.36 In a corner of the cabinet of Cornelis van

der Geest (Figure 5), cosmoglaphers take measurements on a globe. The pose

would have reminded Antwerp's wealthy collectors of a moral lesson not to in-
dulge in their desires for riches and luxury goods, more explicitly present (as is

3a Duverger', Antwerpse kunstinventarissen, vol.1, 400-61. For Michiel Coignet, see Meskens, Fa-

ntilia U niv e r.s alis, 5 1 - 145.
35 Plantin was a fi'iend of the Ximenez family whose members occasionally acted as blokers and

patrons of Plantin's publication plojects. See e.g. Sellink, 'As a guide," 40-56, and the cot't'e-

spondence cited thele in n. 37. Fo¡ the lettel of Jan Moretus to Fernão Ximenez on Plantin's
death, see Correspondance de Christoph Plantin, vols. 8-9, 559-62. The Plantin press traded

not only in books, but also in Flernish mathematical instruments of makers such as Mercatot'

and Arsenius. For example, the Plantin firm shipped Flemish instruments to Spain, including
Philip II's collection of scientific instruments in the Escorial, using the Spanish theologian Ben-

ito Arias Montano, who collabolated with Plantin on the Polyglot Bible while he lesided in
Antwerp, as a middleman. See Van Cleempoel, "Philip II's Escorial," 116-23.

36 I thank Peter van del Krogt for his help in identifying some of the globes. See Van del Krogt,
Globi neerlandici. See also Depuydt, 'Aald- en hemelglobes," l-8 and, for an example of a

Hondius globe in an Antwerp cabinet painting, see Gorman and Malr, "Others See it yet Other-

wise," 85-91.
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Figure 4: Michiel Coignel, Asrrolabe, l60l Igilt brass, dianteter 227 mm]. (Leiden, Mu'
seunt Boerhttave, inv. j105)
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Figure 5: Wíllem II van Haecht, The Cabinet of Cornelis van der Geest, 1628. (Antwerp, Rubens-
huis)

the pose) in Pieter Brueghel the Elder's Temperantia.3T But the globes also reflect
the involvement of Antwerp's merchant-collectors in global trade networks and

refer to the navigational and cartographic knowledge on which their commercial
activities depended. In one of these paintings of collections (Figure 6), a lieJheb-

ber takes measurements on a celestial globe, while two other liffiebbers gather

around a table to investigate and talk about a set of maps and a book of coastal
profiles, perhaps those of Blaeu's Licht der Zeevaart.

Equally remarkable in the case of the globe is the tactile engagement with
objects, even if the pose is admittedly stylized. Globes were not the only objects

to elicit tactile engagement in paintings of collections: paintings, too, were in the

beholders' hands (see Figure 7).38 Liefhebbers are portrayed in the act of pick-
ing up a painting and discussing it while holding it in their hands. Something

37 Härting, "Doctrina et pietas," 104-11.
38 For the tacticle dimension of pictures of collections see Gage, "Some Stirring," and Peterson,

"The Five Senses of Cornelius van der Geest."
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Fígure 6: Workshop of Frans II Francken (?), Cabinet of a Collector, c. 1615-20. (Madrid, Prado)

similar could be argued for contemporary books on cosmography. The paper in-
struments in those books (Figure 8), perhaps most famously in Peter Apian's and
Gemma Frisius's multiple editions of Cosmographia produced in Antwerp and
found, for example, in Ximenez's library, invited the reader to tactile engagement
and interaction.3e Moving the paper parts helped the reader to understand basic
mathematical relations in cosmography.a0

Ximenez also had an impressive library. A majority of the books were on
chemistry, mathematics, astronomy, medicine, and natural history, in Latin and
in half a dozen vernacular languages.ar That ownership of a considerable number
of mathematical and optical instruments went together with a library on issues of
natural and mathematical knowledge is a pattern that is confirmed by other col-

te Ximenez owned two editions of Cosmographia (1581, 1584). Duvelger,Antwerpse kunstinven-
tarissen, vol.1,438.

a0 On paper instruments, see Vanden Broecke, "The Use of Visual Media," 130-50; Gingerich,
'Astronomical Papel Instruments," 63-7 4.al Duvelger, Antw erpse kunstinventar iss en, vol. l, 434-61.
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On peut voirccci PIus pri ['inftrument.

EÉ

Figure 7: Petrus Apianus and Gentma Frisius, Cosmographie ou descripÍion des quatre parties du

rnonde (Antwerp: I. BeIIere, 1581), p.20. (Ghent University Library, 818.182813)

lections in early seventeenth-century Antwerp.a2 In 1619 Marcus Voitier, a priest,

owned a collection which is remarkable by the almost complete absence of paint-

ings and naturalia.a3 He possessed eyeglasses, compasses, Several kinds of math-

ematical instruments, and an important collection of mathematical books, which

included works of Daniel Speckle, Regiomontanus, Oronce Finé, Sebastian Mün-

4, However, this is not to say that ownership of books was widespread in Antwerp in this period.

Ria Fabri has calculated that only 6.67o of tnvenTories of Antwerp houses in which one ol'more

objects of art \ryere displayed listed one or more books. See Fabri, "Diverscheboeken," 9-27.

Then again, Rockox's liblary illustrates that ownership of a considerable number of objects

other than paintings in a collection went together vvith a library on issues of natural knowledge'
a3 Duvergeq Antwerpse kunstinvent(trissen, vol. 2, 49-54'
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Figure 8: Frans II Francken, Cabinet ofaCollecto4 c. 1612-16. (Munich, Bayerische Staats-
genuildesanmilungen)

ster, Peter Apian and Giovanni Paolo Gallucci. In 1625 Gillis de Kimpe, a notary,
had an important collection of prints and paintings, exotica, sea shells, corals, a

turtle and other naturalia, atelescope and a sundial, and a library of 405 books of
all sizes and in diverse languages.aa The fact that a collector possessed a library
with books on issues of mathematical and natural knowledge, related to the in-
struments and other objects in his collection suggests that the owner wished to
understand the objects, and that mathematical instruments were perhaps manipu-
lated in his collection.as

Thus, it seems that collectors in early seventeenth-century Antwerp eagerly
sought after luxury goods (paintings, mathematical instruments, globes and glass-

aa The books are not listed: "405 boecken soo cleyn als groot van verscheyden taelen." Ibid.,vo1.2,
399-415,399.

4s We see similar patterns of collecting objects and books on the making and use of these objects,
and displaying them together, infhe Kunstkammer in Dresden. Thele, evidence is strong that
instruments were manipulated, even by the Electols. See Dupré and Korey, "Inside the Kunst-
kamme¡," 405-20.
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wofk, etc.), but not only for the purpose of displaying \ /ealth. They were also

interested in the luxury goods as objects of knowledge. Just as wealthy tnelchants

in the peliod took lessons in drawing from artists to develop a good eye to judge

paintings, collectors \r/efe also interested in acquiring the bodies of knowledge -
mathematical, natural, alchemical, medical - that would allow them to understand

and judge other objects in their collections.a6 This consumption of knowledge was

a vehicle of social cohesion and rnobility. Antwerp's wealthy merchants aspired

to acquire aristocratic status, and in case they failed in this attempt, at least to im-

itate aristocratic ways of life. In 1584 Ximenez requested a colrespondent to send

him seeds of some New World flowers cultivated in the garden of the Escorial, the

palace of the Spanish King Philip ILaT Likewise, Ximenez's laboratory must have

been modelled after the ducal fonderia of the Medici situated inside the Palazzo

Vecchio, and later Palazzo Pitti, which functioned as a chemical and pharmaceuti-

cal laboratoly, a forge and an arsenal for several generations at the Medici coul't.48

In Florence, the alchemically interested Don Antonio de' Medici was the patron

of Ximenez's friend Neri.
Court collections, then, functioned as ideal images of the collections of a

wealthy merchant like Ximene z in eaúy seventeenth-century Antwerp. Pictures of

collections fulfìlled a similal role. The pictures of collections were more faithful

to the type of collections found in contemporary Antwerp, but their ambition was

neveftheless not representational. Elizabeth Honig has argued that "the gallery

picture did not represent the collection of which it was a part; rather, it served as

ih" i*ug" of an ideal to which both the collection itself, and the activities that

took place in the real 'const-camer', could be compared."ae What the paintings

of collections tell us about the actual collections is that they were places where

friendship was celebrated. They were not unlike that other collection, Ortelius'

albunt anricorltnt, reflecting his network gathered through trade and learning' a

celebration of friendship (i.e. civility and learning), "intended as a bastion against

time and trouble, an attempt to salvage a sense of stability and civility in a peliod

of social and cultural disintegration."s0

A contemporary description of the collection of a family member of ortelius

illustrates this well. The biography of the Antwerp merchant Emanuel van Me-

a6 For nrerchants learning how to draw, see Goldgar, Tulipntcuúa, 120-21;Marr, Between Raplnel

ancl G alil e o, ChaPter' 3,
47 Pohl, Die Portugiesen,33l.
as Butters, The Triuntph of Vulcon; Devlieger' B enedeÍto Va rchi, 203-9'
ae Honig, Paíntittg ancl the Market,2l3
s0 Har.r.is, "The Pr.actice of Community," 315. See also Halris, "HetAlbum Anticorunt," 117-35
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teren by his friend simeon Ruytinck, pastor of the Dutch nation in London, in
an appendix to aposthumous edition of his Flisrorie cler Nederlcmscher... oor_
logen en Geschíedenissen (1623), portrayed his collection as a place of friend_
ship and conversation. van Meteren fled Antwerp because of the war and set_
tled in London, where he became consul of the Nether-landish traders. He was
the nephew of Abraham ortelius, and counted among his friends - all of whom
signed his album anticorum - the painters Joris Hoefnagel and Lucas d'Heere,
the merchant-humanist Johan Radermacher, and the learned rnen william cam_
den, carolus clusius, Iacobus colius ortelianus and Justus Lipsius, among many
others.sr In his biography we read that during his illness, preceding his death in
London 1n 1612, merchants and "other good friends in great numbers" still came
to visit him, and that on those occasions, van Meteren ',thanked them for.their
entertaining conversation in the past." Moreover, "he also wanted to see for once
his medals, foreign coins, shells and other rarities, with which he sometimes (after-
his ordinaly labour) used to entertain, although he said that such was nothing but
vanity l. . .l."tt

In this connection, and especially with regard to the paintings in the collec-
tions, it has been noted that the liffiebber had, to demonstrate his ability to talk
about art to be ailowed to participate in the community of connoisseurs - an ob-
servation that, I would argue, should be extended to the other types of objects,
such as the naturalia (as is evident in the description of Van Meteren's collection
just cited), the exotica, and the mathematical and optical instruments.5i Appropri-
ately, the latter objects are prominently displayed in the Linder Galteryt húerior,
recently discussed by Michael John Gorman and Alexander Marr.5a The painting
celebrated the shared - i.e., mathematical - knowledge on which the community
of lieJhebberó' was built. If the pictures of collections are the ideal to which the

5t Albun Anticorunt Entanuelis cle Meteren Mercatoris AnÍverytiani [Oxfor.cl, Bodleian Libr.ar.y,
MS Douce 681' Fol the perhaps least well-known friend in this company, Johan Rader.macher.,
see Bostoen, Bonis in bonum.t' "[. ' ' ] dulende sijn sieckte, soo nam hy seel vliendelick oollof aende cooplieden encle ander-e
goede vrienden, dien hem in grooteu ghetale quamen besoecken, ende bedacktese voor hael
voorgaettde vermaeckelicke conversatie, hy wilde oock noch eens besien zijn medaillen, vr.encle
munten, schelpen en andet'e selsaemheden, dael in dat hij hem somtijdts (na sijnen ordinar.en
arbeydt) plagh te veLmaecken, doch seyde dat sulcks al maer.ydelheyt en was [...].,,van Me-
Teren, Hi'tforie, cited from the appendix: "Het leven ende sterven van eerweerdigen, vl.oomen
ende vermae¡den, Etnanuel van Meteren: Koltelijck beschreven door sijnen ghetrouwen vr.iendt
Simeon Ruytinck."

s3 Honig, "The Beholder.," 280.
5a 

See Gorman and Matr, "Other see it yet othelwise"; Marr', Between Raphael and Galileo, Chap-
ter 6.
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actual collections aspired, then collectors in early seventeenth-century Antwerp

did not aim to display wealth by acquiring luxury goods, but instead by acquiring

luxury goods to argue for the high value to be placed on knowledge - knowl-

edge on which the making of the luxury goods, as much as decisions about their

acquisitions, depended.

Thus, for the merchant-collectors in Antwerp knowledge, as embodied in

luxury goods, was a vehicle of friendship and social mobility. We should note,

though, that pictures of collections show that there also was a religious angle to

collecting objects of knowledge in early seventeenth-century Antwerp. In Rubens'

and Brueghel, Jan I's The Sense of Sight (Figure 2) mathematical instruments, vi-

sual aids and a telescope figure prominently as objects of mathematical and opti-

cal knowledge. The painting argues, however, that this knowledge was to be put

in the service of pietas. From the monkey with eyeglasses and the telescope the

beholder's gaze is drawn to a depiction of the Madonna and a painting show-

ing the healing of the blind. According to Justus Müller Hofstede, Brueghel, Jan

I and Rubens show here different stages of vision, from tenestrial vision to the

contemplation of divine truth.ss More explicit religious references to the icono-

clastic movement of 1566, when Calvinists cleansed most of the churches in the

Netherlands of their images, are found in other pictures of collections. In several

ofthese paintings knowledge is contrasted to ignorance, personif,ed by iconoclas-

tic donkeys, which smash and destroy paintings, mathematical instruments and

other collectables carrying knowledge (see Figure 8).56 Yet again, the paintings of

collections argue for the high value that is to be placed on knowledge. By making

use of references to the iconoclastic movement the pictures emphasize that this

knowledge is to be acquired through familiarity with objects'

Art Cabinets, Glass and Optical Knowledge

The fashionable art cabinets produced in Antwerp in the first half of the seven-

teenth centufy carried a similar message about the high value of knowledge (see

Figures 9 and 10). Their production arose in the same economic context as that

of the pictures of collections. After the blockade of the Scheldt manufactures and

merchants re-oriented the Antwerp economy towards the export of luxury goods.

Cabinetmakers, too, began targeting a wealthier buying public. The art cabinets

produced in Antwerp were exported, especially to the Iberian Peninsula, through

55 Hofstede, "Nou saturatur Oculus Visu," 243-89'
56 Härting, "Doctrina et pietas," 123-128. For the donkey as a symbol of ignorance, see Weber'

"Poetenhafer," 87-89.
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Figure 9: Art cabinet, mid-lVt' century [160 cm x ] l0 cm x 47 cml. (Antwerp, Museum Rockox,

KBC Bank NV Etwin Donvil, inv. 77.144)

the networks of the art firms of such families as Forchondt and Musson.57 Collec-
tors bought these cabinets to display small statues and crucifixes, shells and other
naturalia, clocks and astrolabes.s8

If not exported, art cabinets were available for sale in local shops of art dealers,

such as that of Cornelis de Wael, a merchant of ebony and mirrors, appropriately

s7 Fabri, De lTde-eeuwse Antwerpse kunstkast, 161-70.
58 lbid.,184-88.
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Figure 10: Art cabinet, ca. 1650 [160 cm x ]08 cm x 49.5 cml. (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, BK-
NM-4789)

named den Veneetsen Spiegel (or 'The Venetian Mirror'), whose shop was located
at the Steenhouwersvest in Antwerp.se Ebony and miffors, indeed, were the two
most important materials from which Antwerp arl cabinets 'were made. Like other
luxury industries, the manufacture and trade of ebony cabinets in Antwerp de-

pended on the importation of foreign skills and entrepreneurs. The place of origin
of the Antwerp ebony cabinet was likely Augsburg, which had a reputation as the

cradle of the southern German art cabinet.60 In fact, the first ebony workers to set

up in Antwerp were German. Nevertheless, like the pictures of collections, a genre

5e lbid., t63.
60 De Munck, "Construction and Reproduction," 94-95. Perhaps most famous were the cabinets

assembled by the Augsburg art dealer Philipp Hainhofer, on which see Hauschke, "Scientific
Instruments," 49-55. See also Letocha, "The Augsburg Art Cabinet," 9-13.
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invented in Antwerp, the Antwerp art cabinets were products of local invention.
Antwerp artcabinets hadaperspectiefje orperspective (Figure l1), made of façon
de Venise mirror glass, a design feature that differentiated them from art cabinets
produced elsewhere. Thus, Antwerp ebony cabinetmakers re-used a luxury good
of Italian origin (cristallo glass) in combination with a luxury cabinet of southern
German origin to invent a new luxury good - an art cabinet with perspective - that
argued that high value was to be placed on knowledge.6t

Figure 1 I : Art cabinet, ca. 1650 [160 cm x ]08 cm x 49.5 cml. (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, BK-
NM-4789, detaíl: perspective )

The most important category of craftsmen working on the Antwerp art cabi-
nets was that of the carpenters specialized in working with ebony.62 Ebony work-
ers belonged to the carpenters' guild or to the Guild of Saint Luke (to which the

6r Likewise, the art cabinets re-used (bonowed) existing designs and paintings of Rubens, and
from the workshop of Frans II Francken. See Fabri, De lTde-eeuwse Antvverpse kunstkast.
Kunsthi sto ris che asp e ct en, 14-80.

62 lbid., ll2-44.
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minor-makers also belonged), and these two guilds competed about who was al-
lowed to work on the art cabinets.63 But the ebony workels were by no means

the only craftsmen to work on art cabinets. In contrast to the high-level collabo-

ration on Antwerp paintings of collections, such as that between Brueghel, Jan I
and Rubens (a collaboration which made these paintings attractive to an audience

willing to show off its expefiise in recognizing the diffelent hands in a paint-

ing), the Antwerp art cabinets \ryere a collaborative effort of lower level artists and

craftsmen.6a In addition to cabinetmakers, embroiderers, cafvers, painters, mirror'-

makers, inlayels, etc. wele also involved. They were brought together by wealthy

art dealels as those of the Forchondt and Musson families, who contracted thern

for the making of the cabinet. For example, on several occasions the Forchondt

farnily hired Michiel Coignet, son of the mathematician and instrument-maker

with the same name, to do the painting fol some of their cabinets.6s The dealers,

sometimes in communication with the client if the piece was commissioned, not

the makets of the cabinet or the free masters were lesponsible for the design of
the cabinets.

The role of these merchant-entrepreneurs was to design the cabinet and to

bring the different craftsmen together in an efficient netwolk to lealize the cabi-

net design, not to work on the cabinets with their own hands; the importance of
the art dealer lay indeed elsewhere. As it became increasingly more difficult for

customers to assess the quality of such a complex luxury good as the Antwerp

cabinet, the role of the art dealer was comparable to that of the connoisseur in
painting. On the one hand, the art dealer was impoltant because of his knowledge

of the taste of his clients. On the other, the reputation of the art dealer was in-

creasingly important in determining the value of luxury goods. The value of an

art cabinet was not just determined by the use of exotic timbers, ivory, silver, tor-

toiseshell, façon de Venise glass and other materials, but also by the name of the

art dealer and his knowledge of networks of craftsmen, that is, his judgment on

the quality of their work. As Bert de Munck has recently shown, the product's

quality was not so much the outcome of the apprenticeship system; instead, the

apprenticeship system was the representation and legitimization of that quality.u6

When cabinets became more luxurious and 'artistic' from the turn of the centuly,

the importance of the apprenticeship for the transfer of skills and technical knowl-

63 De Munck, "Constluction and Reproduction," 87-89.
6a Fol collaborative plactices in Antwelp painting, see Honig, Painfing antl the Market, 177-89

Honig connects elite collabolation to fi'iendship in Honig, "Paladise Regained," 271-300
65 Fol Michiel II Coignet, see Meskens, Fcunilia Universalis, 147-51.
66 De Munck, "Construction and Reploduction."
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edge waned. The symbolic properties of apprenticeship became more impofiant:
apprenticeships legitimized the producers of the art cabinet, and as such, they be-

calne a mark of the quality of the cabinet. While at the level of the ploducers the

transfer of knowledge became less important, knowledge was central to the art
dealers' and his clients' determination of the value of an aú cabinet. In line with
their role as merchant-kenners they produced a specific type of art cabinet that,

like pictures of collections, emphasized the value of knowledge.6T

This claim fol the high value of knowledge largely depended on the art cabi-
net's 'perspective' (Figure 11). This perspective was a catoptlical construction in
which three, four', five, six or seven plane mirrors were aligned as to form a small
min'or cabinet.ó8 This was the basic construction pattern, on which multiple vari-
ations, with several combinations of reflective and painted surfaces existed. The
invention of the perspective, like that of the making of the cristallo mirtors from
which it was made, might be due to Italian impolt in Antwerp. A certain Venetian,

Baptista Redor, applied for a patent for a "vely nice and new invention of a cabi-
net of milrors, most excellent and very pleasant to see," but it is uncleal whether
this is directly connected to the perspectives in the art cabinets.6e In any case, as

already mentioned, the perspective differentiated the Antwerp afi cabinets from
those made elsewhere.

What did one see in these perspectives?70 In some cases the miror reflections
levealed a painting (whethel or not anamorphically produced) that remained oth-
erwise invisible for the viewer; in other cases, the player of such an optical game

was expected to introduce an object (for example, a coin or a statuette) in the
perspective to enjoy the multiple reflections in the mirrors. The depth effects cre-
ated by these multiple reflections were enhanced by columns and chequered floors
with which the perspectives were sometimes decorated. It should be evident that
these games were highly interactive - not unlike paper instruments in books, they
involved the active participation of the user - and, therefore, the owner of such an

art cabinet (or the visitors to his house or collection) had to have optical knowl-
edge to play these games. One of the most likely sources of this type of knowledge
is Giovanni Battista della Porta's Magia naturalis, of which the f,rst edition was
published in four books in 1558, and in which the catoptrical constructions and

67 Fol this notion of merchanL-keruter, see De Marchi anrl Van Miegroet, 'Art, Value, and Malket
Plactices," 451-64. On the lole of art dealels more generally, see Montias, 'Art Dealels," 244-56.

63 Fabri, "Experiment en doctrina," 241-61; Fabri, "Perspectiefjes in het spel," log-17.
6e Onl3April1575Redolappliesforapatentfor"fortbelleetnouvelleinventiond'uncabinetde

miloils, fort excellent, triuphant et tres plaisant a veoir, demonstrant ung tresoil de glant nombre
de joyaux chose jamais usee nij veue." Cited in Fabli, De lTde-eeuwse Antwerpse kunstkast,77.

10 lbict.,72-85.
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effects used in the perspectives were discussed. It was translated into sevelal lan-

guages, including Dutch, as published by Plantin in 1566.

In Magia naturalis della Porta discussed, for example, the so-called theatrical

ntirror, in which rnirLors wele aligned along the circumference of a circle, ol
also a combination of plane rnirrors revealing a hidden statuette, both catoptrical

systems at the basis of the design of the perspectives of the art cabinets.?r Della

Porta specified that cristallo minors were necessary to obtain these optical effects,

for example in his description of the so-called polytaton. The polytaton consisted

of two cristallo rnin'ors, combined in such v/ay "that like a book they can be

opened and closed, and so that the angles can be varied, like one uses to nake

them in Venice."72 Della Porta did not invent these mirror combinations to obtain

the effects of multiple images changing sizes and places; he was explicit that he

took the designs from Ptolemy. In fact, in these sections della Porta paraphrased

the Catoptrlcs, now attributed to Hero of Alexandlia, but first printed together

with Sacrobosco's Sphere in Venice in 1518, and then known as Ptolemy's De

1t

12

"The wise a¡cients found a way to make a rliLLol out of plane surfaces in which, if one holds

one tlring [in fi'ont of it], rnany equal images al'e seen, as one may notice in the wlitings of

Ptolemy. This mirlol was rnade in the following way: On a plane table or othel location where

you would like to place such a minor', one shall make half a circle and divide this in equal parts

by as many points as the nurnber of images. Draw the cotds and cut off the little strips. Then

place perpendicularly on lthe colds] plane minols of equal breadth and height next to each other

[. . . l Therefore this rnilror is called in Latin Theatrale" / "De wijse ouders hebben ghevonden de

maniere om een spiegel te rnaken van effen super'ficien / voot'dewelcke houdende een dinghel

/ veel ghelijcke dinghen ghesien werden / ghelijckmen uit den schriften van ptolomeus mer-

cke mach: dewelcke aldus gemaect welt. Op een effen tafel oft andele plaetse dael ghy sulcke

spiegel stellen wilt / salmen maken een halve cilkel en desen ghelijck deelen met punten na het

getal vancle fìguren / trect daer onrlel de cooLden ende snijt de reepkens af: daerna so recht daer

op effen spiegels vande selfde bleedde en hoochde gelijc tegen malcander gestelt / [. . . ] Daet'om

woldt dese spiegel in latijn ghegheeten Theatlale'" Porta, Magia,267-68.
"One also makes a min'or calledpolyfafon, that is, to see many things, because by opening or

closing with only one finger one sees more than twenty figures ol images in it. You shall rnake

this rni¡r'o¡ in the following way: One shall place two clystal mit'rols on a feet [. . . ] so that like a

book they can be opened and closecl, and so that the angles can be varied, like one uses to make

them in Venice" / "Men maect oock eenen spiegel potytaton ghenaemt / dat is te segghen / om

veel dinghen te sien: want metten open doen oft sluyten van alleene een vingher'/ so sietmeu

claer in meer dan twintich figulen oft beelden. Desen spiegel sult ghy aldus maken. Men sal

op een voet over eynde stellen twee stlalen oft cristalline spiegels [. . .] so datse ghelijc eenen

boec meugen open ende toeghedaen werden / ende dat de hoecken divers cotnen / gelijcmen te

Venegen pleecht te maken." Porla, Magia,268-69.
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speculis.l3 Thus, the Antwerp art cabinets, with theirpe rspectiefjes of minor glass,
embodied Hero's catoptrical knowledge.

However, these art cabinets did not only transmit a body of optical knowl-
edge. They also exporled Hero's rhetoric on the value of 'mechanical' knowledge.
Hero's descriptions of catoptrical systems underscored the epistemic superiority
of the mathematician, who understood the underlying optical foundations, over
the unknowing audience, who only expelienced the optical effects.Ta The mes-
sage that these art cabinets embodied was, in a similar vein, that their users (as

they are knowledgeable of optics) will not be deceived, only the ignorant. The
Antwerp art dealers who commissioned and exported art cabinets thus traded in
Hero's wonders creating an intellectual and social boundary between the effects
and the mechanism that produced it and between those who understood the causes
and those who were deceived. The perspective of the Antwerp alt cabinet thus al-
lowed collectors to share the knowledge on which their community was built, but
also to exclude the ignorant from this community. Moreover, it should also be
noted that the art cabinets show that wonder - but then not so much as a disinter-
ested passion remote from the spheres of commerce - had its place in a mercantile
culture of collecting characterizing the city of Antwerp. That Antwerp art dealers
traded in Hero's wonders shows that attempts to oppose the world of wonder to
that of commerce in the Netherlands would be misguided.T5 Like the pictures of
collections, the wonderful Antwerp art cabinets caried a message about the high
value of knowledge.

Conclusion

While Antwerp was already an important centre of luxury industries in the six-
teenth century, the newly invented luxury goods, in the manufacture and trade of
which art dealers and craftsmen specialized after the blockade of the Scheldt in

73 Sacrobosco, Sphera, 250v-52v: "Ptolemeus De Speculis." For the histor:y of the transmission
of the manusclipt, its publication history, and a recent edition of the text, see Jones, "Pseudo-
Ptolemy De Speculis," 145-186. For the Renaissance reception of Helo's works, see Malr, "Un-
derstanding auÍontata," 209-14. Marie Boas discusses how della Porta's catoptlical devices are
copied from Hero in "Hero's Pneunntica," 38-48.

7a Tyb¡erg, "Wonder-making," 443-66,
7s Cook opposes his views connecting commerce and Early Modern science to those which give

pride of place to wonder, however, defined - following the work of Lon'aine Daston - as a
passion characterized by disinterestedness. See Cook, Matters of Exchange,45. Fol the re-
intloduction of commerce in to the history of the marvellous and wondrous, see Alexander'
Marr''s introduction to Marr and Evans, Curiosity and Wonder, l-20.
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the early seventeenth century, carried a message about the material culture pro-
duced and consumed in the city. The manufacture of luxury goods, such as façon
de Venise glass, depended upon the transfer of skills and technical knowledge to
the city of Antwerp, mostly by immigration. The consumers of these luxury goods

did not necessarily appropriate the bodies of knowledge on which the production
of the luxury goods was based. However, as I have argued in this essay, in early
seventeenth-century Antwerp a culture of collecting thrived in which merchant-
collectors not only consumed objects as commodities to display wealth, but also
as objects of knowledge. The Portuguese merchant-banker Ximenez is presum-

ably unique in developing, together with his Florentine friend Neri, an interest
in the manufacture of luxury glass, but other Antwerp collectors (and Ximenez)
developed similar interests in the bodies of knowledge on which the making and
use of other objects in their collections were based. This culture of collecting sup-
ported the building of a community based on shared knowledge. Material objects

did not only belong to networks of trade; they were also vehicles of the circulation
of friendship, and they were so, because collectors in Antwerp recognized them
as objects of knowledge.

The newly invented luxury goods - the pictures of collections and the art cab-

inets - allowed Antwerp craftsmen, arlists and art dealers to export the message

that the material objects in which they traded were objects of knowledge, how-
ever not to all without discrimination or distinction, but only to those friends who
desired membership of their community. They re-packaged a luxury good such

as façon de Venise glass to produce a new type of luxury good which carried a

message about the high value of knowledge. But which type of knowledge did
they value? Was it the kind of knowledge acquired through acquaintance with ob-
jects (naturalia and materia medica) found in collections in the Dutch Republic?
Surely, the knowledge about which the pictures of collections valued included
connoisseurship - that of paintings and other man-made art objects though - as

Elizabeth Honig has argued. Nevertheless, the knowledge on which the perspec-

tives in Antwerp art cabinets were based was mathematical, and those cabinets (as

well as some pictures of collections - those most prominently displaying math-
ematical objects) underscored the high value of mathematical knowledge. How-
ever, even mathematical knowledge, according to the message carried by these

luxury goods, was preferably acquired through bodily engagement with material
objects (mathematical instruments) - though not exclusively: the libraries of early
seventeenth-century collectors in Antwerp and della Porta's Magia on the per-

spectives show that the acquisition of mathematical knowledge was assisted by
the reading oftexts.
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While the differences between the culture of collecting in the Dutch Republic

and the Spanish Netherlands should not be exaggerated - indeed, as I have ar-

gued, some of these differences do not reflect the available but still incompletely
explored evidence ofthe inventories ofcollections - there are good reasons to add

to the growing scepticism about the continuities between the south and the north
in the spheres of economy, technology and science, briefly reviewed in the in-
troduction to this essay, some supplementary caution as regards north-south con-

tinuities between the cultures of collecting. That the VOC conquered the world
seas, bringing Asian and New World objects to collections in the Dutch Republic,

while Antwerp, after the blockade of the Scheldt, specialized in luxury industries

did make a difference, but perhaps less to the objects that were collected than

to the reflection on Antwerp's material culture and how it connected to issues

of knowledge. The emphasis on luxury goods, mathematical objects and wonder

made Antwerp's knowledge economy significantly different from the portrayal of
that in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic in accounts connecting science

and commerce in the United Provinces. The newly invented luxury goods that

Antwerp produced - pictures of collections and art cabinets - not only placed

high value on knowledge nor did they solely emphasize the role of objects in
knowledge acquisition and consumption. They also commented on the limits of
objects to function as carriers of knowledge. While in practice the acquisition of
mathematical knowledge was assisted by the reading of texts, those luxury goods

which embodied the high value of knowledge highlighted that only knowledge-

able friends were able to recognize material objects as objects of knowledge. -

Material from this chapter has already appeared in Intellectual History Review 20(1), 2OlO,

53-78, and the author is grateful to Taylor and Francis for pêrmission to reproduce copyright

material.
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